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Something Drawn, Something Touched, Something Scrolled:  
An Exploratory Comparison of Perimeter and Area Interventions  
Including Kidspiration

Dino Sossi  
Azadeh Jamalian  
Shenetta Richardson  
Teachers College Columbia University

This exploratory study compared a computer-based mathematics education intervention with two more traditional approaches with the purpose of improving instruction in perimeter and area. Kidspiration software, tile/stick manipulatives and pencil/paper-based copying/drawing of shapes were implemented in a 3rd Grade New York City public school classroom. This study demonstrated student improvement across the three interventions when comparing pre-intervention and post-intervention test scores. Students who engaged with the copying/drawing shapes intervention demonstrated the greatest test score improvement after the intervention, those who used Kidspiration ranked second and tile/stick manipulatives were third. When queried about their perceptions of the efficacy of these interventions, students generally perceived all three of the interventions as being positive in improving their learning of perimeter and area. Developing new methods to address deficiencies in current forms of assessment that would highlight the benefits of non-traditional forms of education, such as technological initiatives, is recommended.

Keywords: Kidspiration, manipulatives, perimeter, area, mathematics reform.

The mathematics reform movement has investigated issues like “authenticity,” “understanding” and “community” (Ball, 1993, pp. 373-374) as well as motivation, problem-solving skills and student self-confidence in mathematics (Ross et al., 2002). The reform’s goal was improving curriculum design to encourage student construction of knowledge through self-discovery by solving complex, open-ended, real-life problems (Ross et al., 2002). Other goals included promoting student-student interaction and integrating assessment within everyday student activities relevant to their lives (Ross et al., 2002).

The preferred role of teachers within mathematics classrooms was also re-conceptualized. It is no longer desirable for teachers to deliver direct instruction through mathematical formulae that is irrelevant to students. Instead, teachers should act as “co-learners” to create mathematical communities promoting student talk concerning mathematical reasoning (Ross et al., 2002) and a corresponding increase in student responsibility for learning (Heid, 1997).

Technology promises to improve the implementation of these types of mathematics education reforms and result in a higher probability of more positive educational outcomes (Ross et al., 2002; Heid, 1997; Jonassen et al., 1998). By leveraging its flexibility, technology could prove useful for students solving complex, real-life problems as suggested by Ross above (2001). Contributing towards this push for technology is the need to increase technology use within classrooms to meet the scientifically/mathematically rich standards advocated by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (2000) and National Research Council (1996) (see Niess, 2005, p. 510).

Kidspiration (http://www.inspiration.com/Kidspiration) proved successful in increasing student motivation and enhancing scientific thinking (Shaw et al., 2004, p. 3). Its visual tools encouraged creative and flexible thinking, helped represent thinking and ideas in pictures, as well as assist revising and editing symbolic representations (Shaw et al., 2004, pp. 3-4). Also K-5 students found it easy to learn Kidspiration’s interface due to its graphical richness and transparency (Shaw et al., 2004, pp. 3-4). Lastly, working with Kidspiration could help elementary students improve computer skills (Shaw et al., 2004, 2004, p. 7).

As a result, it appears that implementing a technology intervention like Kidspiration in classrooms could prove beneficial for reform.

Three Interventions: Kidspiration, Tile/Stick Manipulatives and Copying/Drawing Shapes

Given this context of mathematical reform and the push for technology use within mathematics classrooms, this exploratory study compared three educational interventions, one involving technology, with the objective of improving perimeter and area instruction. More specifically, Kidspiration computer software, tile/stick manipulatives and copying/drawing shapes were
implemented within a 3rd Grade New York City public school classroom to teach perimeter and area.

The three interventions were conducted simultaneously to provide a comparison to measure the effectiveness of each specific intervention. They were compared using a written pre-intervention test of perimeter and area, a formative assessment of group engagement levels during the intervention, a written post-intervention test similar to the pre-intervention one, a group oral interview (e.g. the group was asked “What was the best (worst) thing about the way you learned perimeter and area today?,” etc.) as well as a questionnaire regarding student perceptions of the interventions’ efficacy (e.g. students responded to age-appropriate Likert-scale (with sad/smile-faced icons) comments like “I can explain perimeter (or area) to a friend better because of today’s lesson,” “I learned more mathematics than usual today because of the way I was taught in class,” etc).

The first hypothesis was that students using Kidspiration would learn perimeter and area best among the three initiatives in earning the highest improved test scores when comparing pre-intervention and post-intervention test scores. Tiles/sticks would earn the second-highest improvement while copying/drawing shapes would be third.

The second hypothesis was that students being directly instructed by a teacher as well as copying/drawing shapes on paper would find this the least engaging method.

Research Question: Which Intervention Improves Perimeter and Area Test Scores the Most?

This study’s research question was which of the following methods would benefit students most in learning perimeter and area as measured by earning the highest improved test scores when comparing pre-intervention and post-intervention test scores?
1. creating shapes with color tiles and lines using Kidspiration,
2. engaging in hands-on activities using tiles and wooden stick manipulatives, or
3. being directly instructed by a teacher as well as copying/drawing shapes on paper based on direct teacher instruction.

Two theories contextualize this study, schema construction and constructivism.

Schema Construction: Affordances of Multimedia Appeal to the Capacity of Working Memory

Sweller explained that learning is associated with alteration in long-term memory (2005, p. 20) and occurs through schema construction. This can proceed consciously or automatically, and is pictorial or verbal, spoken or written (Sweller, 2005, p. 21). He further states that understanding occurs when all elements of information can be processed simultaneously in working memory (Sweller, 2005, p. 26). According to Sweller, the aim of instruction should provide missing schemas to working memory and appeal to the full visual and phonological capacities of working memory through methods such as multimedia (2005, p. 26). Given this, the instructional goal should be the “acquisition of automated schemas” (Sweller, 2005, p. 22) in long-term memory. As a result, using multimedia methods, such as software, shows promise in improving learning.

This study focuses on a multimedia application like Kidspiration because it includes visual representation (e.g. its Graphical User Interface) and can include verbal representation of the material (e.g. teacher’s spoken words and text) that should, according to Sweller’s schema instruction, improve learning. Further, Kidspiration gives the subject’s mind the chance to receive information from two different channels (e.g. visual and verbal representation) and helps it become processed more effectively as per Mayer’s dual coding (2001, pp. 32-34).

Furthermore, this study focuses on using instructional technology that leads to the construction of knowledge schemas in long-term memory. Collins described two types of knowledge—domain knowledge and strategic knowledge (2006, p. 49). He also defined three kinds of strategic knowledge—heuristic strategies which are hands-on tricks which may be useful in certain problems, control strategies that control the process and analyze problems to reach certain goals, and learning strategies for learning other kinds of knowledge (Collins, 2006, p. 49). Further, Collins provided six methods of instruction that emphasize cognitive apprenticeship: modeling, coaching, scaffolding, articulation, reflection and exploration (2006, pp. 50-51).

This study’s use of technology focuses on the methods endorsed by Collins. It does this by giving students opportunities to observe, discuss, explore, discover, engage in and reflect on their process of acquiring knowledge. Further, the intervention allows teachers to visually model the concepts of perimeter and area for students, coaches their activities, engages their problem solving, scaffolds their learning based on previous learning, encourages them to think like real mathematicians by defining their own formulae, invites learners to discuss these concepts and articulate their learning, gives them the opportunity to reflect on their learning, and promotes exploration of concepts through applied mathematical problems, again, as per Collins (2006).

Constructivism: A Framework for Using/Designing Technology Based Lessons

Chua and Wu proposed a framework based on constructivist learning theories to assist mathematics teachers in using or designing technologically based lessons that help students actively construct experiential
knowledge (2005, p. 388). This framework has four components: exploring, conjecturing, verifying, and generalizing (2005, p. 389). In exploring, students examine a given task (2005, p. 390). Students conjecture to explain the problem and hypothesize potential solutions (2005, p. 390). Students verify conjectures using a computer application or inter-student interaction (2005, p. 391). Finally, students are encouraged to extend their thought processes while working on an assigned task into a new problem and investigate their conjectures in this novel situation—they generalize these conjectures (pp. 391-392). This iterative process allows students to repeatedly cycle through the framework of exploring-conjecturing-verifying until they satisfactorily verify conjecture/conjectures (2005, p. 391). As a result, the application of Kidspiration in classrooms promises to assist mathematics teachers in helping students actively construct experiential knowledge as per Chua and Wu (2005).

**Methodology: Adhering to a True Experimental Design**

Chua & Wu’s constructivist framework shaped how technology was used in this study. A teacher-directed task for 3rd Grade students was conducted—calculating perimeter and area of a given shape. Students were encouraged to form conjectures on finding perimeter and area. Once students realized how to calculate the perimeter and area of the shape, they were encouraged to extend this task into a new problem by designing their own shapes and investigating their perimeter and area.

Twenty-two New York City 3rd Grade public school students were studied. Students were divided into three approximately equal groups—8 used Kidspiration, 7 used tile/wooden stick manipulatives, and 7 copied/drew shapes. The classroom teacher ensured groups were relatively equivalent in mathematical ability.

The class was a convenience sample (Baker, 1988, p. 157), or accidental sample (Kidder & Judd, 1986, p. 150), recruited through a relationship between a research team member and the classroom teacher.

The study was conceptualized to adhere to the form of a true experimental design (Baker, 1988, p. 220). One of three independent variables, Kidspiration, tile/stick manipulatives, or copying/drawing shapes, was introduced into the classroom (Table 1). It was hypothesized that each independent variable would create a change in the proposed dependent variable, the level of learning of the mathematical concepts of perimeter and area as measured by comparing pre-intervention and post-intervention test scores.

Kidspiration Grades K-5 was implemented. It was chosen because it consisted of a grid page, drawing tool and colored square blocks that would help in the instruction of perimeter and area. The Color Tile math tool is helpful because it provided users with a grid page, created straight line through its drawing function and included colored unit-square tiles for building shapes.

The students also used tile/stick manipulatives that could be glued onto larger colored grid paper to help them understand perimeter and area.

The final intervention directed students to copy/draw shapes written by the researcher/instructor on the blackboard onto traditional graph paper.

Students completed a diagnostic pre-intervention test (30 minutes) before the intervention. Students were initially instructed in a whole-class setting by all three of the researchers/instructors together as a group about area and perimeter. This instruction was a lecture-format introduction to area and perimeter—what these concepts are, their definitions, similarities and differences (10 minutes). After being split into three intervention groups, the researchers/instructors informed students about the nature of their task (10 minutes), disseminated learning materials (5 minutes) and the intervention task was performed by students (30 minutes) (e.g. using Kidspiration, manipulating tile/sticks or copying/drawing shapes to deepen their learning of perimeter and area). Students completed a summative post-intervention test (30 minutes) similar to the diagnostic assessment completed earlier in the day (see all segments in Table 2).

**Forms of Assessment:**

Diagnostic, Formative and Summative

First, students were given a two-page pre-intervention test to complete before the intervention (diagnostic assessment). It diagnostically assessed initial student knowledge of the subject matter. The test consisted of applied perimeter and area problems that incorporated simple and complex shapes. Students were asked to define of perimeter and area as well as how to calculate them for shapes.

### Table 1. Proposed Experimental Design for Perimeter and Area Intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part 1 – Pre-Test</th>
<th>Part 2 – Independent Variable/Intervention</th>
<th>Part 3 – Post-Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-intervention test</td>
<td>Kidspiration</td>
<td>Post-intervention test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-intervention test</td>
<td>tile/stick manipulatives</td>
<td>Post-intervention test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-intervention test</td>
<td>copying/drawing shapes</td>
<td>Post-intervention test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Second, during classroom instruction, students were observed engaging with their specific intervention—Kidspiration, tile/stick manipulatives, or pencil/paper-based copying/drawing of shapes (formative assessment). At approximately five-minute intervals, the researcher/instructor observed student engagement with specific tasks. The researcher/instructor marked these responses on an observation sheet and noted both whole group and individual engagement.

Third, after the intervention was completed, students were tested again in a manner similar to the diagnostic assessment (summative assessment). Comparing pre-intervention and post-intervention test scores across three groups gave researchers insight regarding the effectiveness of each intervention. Students also filled in a post-intervention questionnaire regarding their perception of the usefulness of the interventions as well as participated in a group oral interview with the researcher/instructor who led their intervention.

Analysis: Quantitative and Qualitative Methods

In terms of quantitative methods, the scores per group for both diagnostic/pre-intervention and summative/post-intervention tests were compared to measure the effect of the intervention. Likert-scale data recorded during formative assessment was processed to provide descriptive statistics, like measures of central tendency, both within and across groups regarding levels of student engagement.

In terms of qualitative methods, text provided by interviews and open-ended questions on the student questionnaire helped contextualize both the formative assessment data as well as post-intervention interviews. Data were used for categories that analyzed the information provided by student participants. These qualitative data were elicited to corroborate/contrast with the quantitative data found through the assessments discussed above.

Results: Positive Impact of Each Intervention

It appears that each of the three interventions helped students learn perimeter and area when comparing pre-intervention and post-intervention test scores.

With respect to specific intervention groups, the pencil/paper group had the greatest overall increase in test scores when comparing pre-intervention and post-intervention test scores, followed by Kidspiration and the tiles/sticks group. These differences suggest that students would benefit most by using the paper/pencil method in learning perimeter and area in increasing test scores.

Smaller standard deviations in post-intervention test scores with respect to the pencil/paper intervention and larger deviations in the computer intervention suggest that pencil/paper intervention creates a more similar level of improvement in student scores than computers. With Kidspiration, some students appeared to learn a great deal, while others appeared to learn less.

In terms of the two major hypotheses, the first was that students using Kidspiration would learn perimeter and area best in earning the highest improved test scores when comparing pre-intervention and post-intervention test scores, tiles/sticks would earn second while copying/drawing shapes would earn third. This hypothesis appears incorrect. Close to the opposite was true. Pencil/paper earned the greatest improvement, Kidspiration second and tiles/sticks third in overall test score differentials between pre-intervention and post-intervention test scores.

The second hypothesis asserted that students being directly instructed by a teacher as well as copying and drawing shapes would find this the least engaging method. However, they would learn perimeter and area at a slightly lower level than the other two interventions when comparing pre/post-test scores. This was partially correct. It appears that students, anecdotally based on post-intervention group discussion, found Kidspiration the preferred method of intervention (e.g. regardless of the intervention they were involved in, each group of students preferred to use Kidspiration, even if they were involved in an intervention not including Kidspiration), ahead of both

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment length (in minutes):</th>
<th>Educational objective:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>diagnostic pre-intervention test regarding perimeter and area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>initial whole-class instruction regarding perimeter and area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>instructions regarding the nature of the in-class task for students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>dissemination of learning materials to students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>performance of in-class task (teacher observes/formatively assesses student engagement with tasks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>summative post-intervention test regarding perimeter and area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pencil/paper and tiles/sticks. There did not appear to be a noticeable trend towards either pencil/paper or tiles/sticks as a second preference. The hypothesis that students will learn perimeter and area at a lower level than the other interventions was incorrect and was best in terms of improving post-intervention test scores. Although it may have appeared less engaging than the other interventions, pencil/paper copying/drawing was effective in improving student learning of perimeter and area as measured by post-intervention test scores.

Implications: Leveraging Student Interest in Technology

Student interest in using computers in learning environments holds promise for their use in formal classroom environments. The generally positive feelings towards computers should be leveraged and the reasons informing these attitudes teased out so that their potential can be maximized.

Given the lower effectiveness of Kidspiration in improving test scores, at least compared to pencil/paper in this study, it begs the question about how to implement this technology best to maintain student interest while concurrently improving learning. Perhaps allocating greater time to experimentation with the interface before the intervention will provide additional dividends in terms of promoting greater learning of concepts and, as a result, improved test scores. Also, trying to figure out ways to maximize the affordances of technology in improving learning is important.

Finally, both tests were paper-based due to restrictions in time and resources. For example, there was insufficient time to develop an online test for Kidspiration, there were challenges in ensuring an equitable assessment for students who were engaged with physical manipulatives, etc. In an era of increasing test-based accountability, one of the biggest challenges may be demonstrating how new technologies benefit students in important ways that further curricular mandates and minimizing the negative effects of traditional paper-based assessments when learning will increasingly be located in non-traditional, technologically-enhanced, methods that may not appeal to these older forms of assessment.
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